
Top track and hang 
slide

Wire shelf with 
bracket console

Pull-out frame with 
mesh basket

Closed rodd with new 
rodd holder

Multi-hook

Tie Holder

Trouser pull-out

With Pelly System you can create a smart storage in the hall, 
laundry room, storage room or in other rooms in your home 
where you want to have order.

Hanging and wall slides
The basis of the storage is the sldes. Here we offer two 
different solutions. For easy and quick assembly, a top track 
in combination with hanging slides is recommended. Since 
only the top track is screwed into the wall, fewer screw holes 
are required - the flexibility is maximum because the hanging 
slides are hung up on the top track and can easily be moved 
sideways. 
The second option is wall slides. These are screwed directly 
into the wall.

Pull-out frame with baskets
In the pull-out frame, which is hung directly into the hanging 
or wall slides, you can choose to have either an elegant fine 
mesh basket or a wire basket.

Wooden and wire shelves
Shelves are available of both wood and wire in two different 
depths and several widths. The wooden shelves are made of 
heavy duty 22 mm melamine coated chipboard with a durable 
edge strip on three sides.

Consoles
The consoles are available in different sizes. They are adapted 
either for wooden or wire shelves. 

Other accessories
Closet rodd with bracket, extendable clothes bar for wooden 
shelf, trouser pull-out, shoe holder, hooks, book and gable 
support are examples of smart accessories that you can 
supplement the storage with.

color

white silver

Wall-mounted storage solution  
Storage should be as practical as it is stylish. Wall-mounted storage solutions from Pelly System have stylish 
and durable details that can be easily developed and built on according to future needs. 

Pelly System is part of the Pelly Group
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